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PROGRAM

(57) A code generation apparatus (100) generates a
plurality of spreading code sequences, using block en-
cryption processing of outputting a plurality of blocks as
a spreading code sequence (D). A parameter selection
unit (130) acquires a sequence parameter (KP) uniquely
corresponding to each spreading code sequence (D) of
the of the plurality of spreading code sequences. A secret
key acquisition unit (150) acquires a secret key (K). A

code sequence generation unit (140) changes output da-
ta that is output from each of process elements, using
the sequence parameter (KP), when the code sequence
generation unit (140) generates each spreading code se-
quence (D) of the plurality of spreading code sequences
by the block encryption processing using the sequence
parameter (KP) and the secret key (K).
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a code gener-
ation apparatus, a code generation method, and a code
generation program to generate a plurality of spreading
code sequences that are highly confidential.

Background Art

[0002] In recent years, various services using satellite
communication or wireless communication have been
provided. A spread spectrum system is used in these
services in order to implement connectivity and confiden-
tiality of the communication. There are a direct sequence
spread spectrum system and a frequency hopping sys-
tem in the spread spectrum system. In the direct se-
quence spread spectrum system, data communication
is performed by spreading energy to frequencies wider
than that of transmission data. In the frequency hopping
system, communication is performed between a trans-
mitting apparatus and a receiving apparatus by switching
a frequency to a higher one according to a certain rule.
[0003] In the direct sequence spread spectrum sys-
tem, a signal desired to be transmitted is spread to a wide
band, using spreading code sequences. This causes the
signal desired to be transmitted to have a characteristic
of appearing like noise in the direct sequence spread
spectrum system. This characteristic makes it difficult for
the signal desired to be transmitted to be intercepted,
thereby increasing jamming resistance. This makes it dif-
ficult for interference to a narrow band signal to occur in
the direct sequence spread spectrum system. As men-
tioned above, the spreading code sequences in the direct
sequence spread spectrum system are important for im-
plementing reliable and secure transmission without
causing high interference with a different signal.
[0004] In the direct sequence spread spectrum system
that has been commonly used, use of each spreading
code sequence having a short periodicity increases con-
nectivity of communication. However, it becomes highly
likely that the spreading code sequence having the short
periodicity will be inferred by being observed for a certain
period of time, so that confidentiality is low. However, it
is necessary to increase the confidentiality in order to
increase resistance against radio interference. There-
fore, a method of lengthening the period of the spreading
code sequence is used.
Alternatively, a method of adopting spreading code se-
quences using confidential information that cannot be
predicted by a third party is used. Patent Literature 1
discloses a method of using a chaotic sequence as a
technology for enhancing confidentiality of a spreading
code sequence.
[0005] Patent Literature 1 discloses a method of gen-
erating chaotic spreading codes that are suitable for a
satellite navigation system and a CDMA (Code Division

Multiple Access) communication system. Patent Litera-
ture 1 discloses that the spreading codes generated by
using the chaotic sequence have autocorrelation and
cross-correlation properties and improve confidentiality.
The confidentiality that is achieved by the spreading
codes generated by using the chaotic sequence indicates
randomness including pseudo randomness. The confi-
dentiality that is achieved by the spreading codes gen-
erated by using the chaotic sequence, however, does
not indicate strict security which is given when a crypto-
graphic technology is used. Further, in order to perform
spread spectrum communication that is highly confiden-
tial by using the spreading codes generated by using the
chaotic sequence, establishment of chaotic sequence
synchronization is necessary. Patent Literature 1, how-
ever, does not disclose an effective method for the es-
tablishment of the synchronization.
[0006] Each of prior arts from Patent Literatures 2 to 7
discloses a method of achieving confidentiality improve-
ment by using a chaotic sequence. Each of the prior arts
from Patent Literatures 2 to 7, however does not disclose
an effective method for establishment of chaotic se-
quence synchronization.
[0007] As an effective method for establishment of cha-
otic sequence synchronization, a method of using a CTR
(Counter) mode of an n-bit block encryption algorithm
may be considered.

Citation List

Patent Literature

[0008]

Patent Literature 1: JP 2010-511336 A
Patent Literature 2: JP 1997-186630 A
Patent Literature 3: JP 1999-266179 A
Patent Literature 4: JP 2000-252751 A
Patent Literature 5: JP 2001-292129 A
Patent Literature 6: JP 2002-290274 A
Patent Literature 7: JP 2007-96815 A

Summary of Invention

Technical Problem

[0009] Conventionally, there has been proposed a
code generation method using a chaotic sequence or a
feedback shift register with a long size. In a communica-
tion system using the conventional code generation
method, enhancement of confidentiality of a spreading
code sequence or increase of the period of the spreading
code sequence is performed. This makes it impossible
to search entire codes, so that establishment of synchro-
nization becomes difficult. Then, a communication sys-
tem using a spreading code sequence for actual data
communication and a pilot sequence for the synchroni-
zation is proposed.
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[0010] However, since signal transmission is per-
formed by dividing one communication band into two
communication bands in this communication system,
communication efficiency is reduced. Further, when the
pilot sequence is used, a dedicated operation function
and a derivation period for deriving the spreading code
sequence after an elapse of a certain period of time are
needed at a receiving side of the communication system.
[0011] In a communication system that relays a plural-
ity of satellites, it is necessary for a relay satellite that
relays communication to simultaneously generate a plu-
rality of spreading code sequences according to the
number of the satellites that are communication parties
and the number of control stations on the ground. In the
conventional method of generating the codes that are
highly confidential, the chaotic sequence, the feedback
shift register with the long size, or a nonlinear transfor-
mation function that is different for each spreading code
sequence becomes necessary, so that a generation ap-
paratus is needed for each spreading code sequence.
Thus, there is a problem that when the generation appa-
ratus is mounted on the satellite, a mounting scale is
greatly constrained.
[0012] An object of the present invention is to provide
a code generation apparatus to generate a plurality of
spreading code sequences that are highly confidential
by changing a part of a configuration of a block encryption
algorithm.

Solution to Problem

[0013] A code generation apparatus according to the
present invention is a code generation apparatus to gen-
erate a plurality of spreading code sequences using block
encryption processing to output a plurality of blocks as a
spreading code sequence, the block encryption process-
ing including process elements each to receive input data
and to output output data. The code generation appara-
tus may include:

a parameter selection unit to select a sequence pa-
rameter uniquely corresponding to each spreading
code sequence of the plurality of spreading code se-
quences;
a secret key acquisition unit to acquire a secret key;
and
a code sequence generation unit to generate each
spreading code sequence of the plurality of spread-
ing code sequences by execution of the block en-
cryption processing using the sequence parameter
and the secret key, the code sequence generation
unit changing the output data that is output from each
of the process elements, using the sequence param-
eter, when the code sequence generation unit gen-
erates each spreading code sequence.

Advantageous Effects of Invention

[0014] The code generation apparatus according to
the present invention generates the plurality of spreading
code sequences using the block encryption processing
to output the plurality of blocks as the spreading code
sequence. The parameter selection unit selects the se-
quence parameter uniquely corresponding to each
spreading code sequence of the plurality of spreading
code sequences. The secret key acquisition unit acquires
the secret key. The code sequence generation unit gen-
erates each spreading code sequence of the plurality of
spreading code sequences by execution of the block en-
cryption processing using the sequence parameter and
the secret key. The code sequence generation unit
changes the output data that is output from each of the
process elements, using the sequence parameter, when
the code sequence generation unit generates each
spreading code sequence. As mentioned above, accord-
ing to the code generation apparatus of the present in-
vention, by changing a part of each processing element
in the block encryption processing using the sequence
parameter uniquely corresponding to each spreading
code sequence, the plurality of spreading code sequenc-
es can be generated. Thus, according to the code se-
quence generation apparatus of the present invention,
an effect capable of generating the plurality of spreading
code sequences that are highly confidential is attained.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0015]

Fig. 1 is a configuration diagram of a code generation
apparatus 100 according to a first embodiment.
Fig. 2 is a flow diagram illustrating a code generation
process S100 of the code generation apparatus 100
according to the first embodiment.
Fig. 3 is a diagram illustrating a spreading code gen-
eration system of a comparative example to be com-
pared with the code generation apparatus 100 ac-
cording to the first embodiment.
Fig. 4 is a specific configuration diagram when
MISTY (registered trademark) is used in a code se-
quence generation unit 140 according to the first em-
bodiment.
Fig. 5 is a diagram illustrating an SBOX output con-
figuration example 1-1 when MISTY (registered
trademark) is used in the code sequence generation
unit 140 according to the first embodiment.
Fig. 6 is a diagram illustrating an SBOX output con-
figuration example 1-2 when MISTY (registered
trademark) is used in the code sequence generation
unit 140 according to the first embodiment.
Fig. 7 is a diagram illustrating an SBOX output con-
figuration example 2 when MISTY (registered trade-
mark) is used in the code sequence generation unit
140 according to the first embodiment.
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Fig. 8 is a diagram illustrating an output configuration
example 2-1 of a function S7 when the output con-
figuration example 2 in Fig. 7 is used in the code
sequence generation unit 140 according to the first
embodiment.
Fig. 9 is a diagram illustrating an output configuration
example 2-2 of a function S9 when the output con-
figuration example 2 in Fig. 7 is used in the code
sequence generation unit 140 according to the first
embodiment.
Fig. 10 is a configuration diagram of the code gen-
eration apparatus 100 according to a variation ex-
ample of the first embodiment.
Fig. 11 is a configuration diagram of a code gener-
ation apparatus 100a according to a second embod-
iment.
Fig. 12 is a flow diagram illustrating a code genera-
tion process S100a of the code generation apparatus
100a according to the second embodiment.
Fig. 13 is a diagram illustrating an example of an
effect of the code generation apparatus 100a accord-
ing to the second embodiment.

Description of Embodiments

[0016] Hereinafter, embodiments of the present inven-
tion will be described, using the drawings. The same ref-
erence numeral is given to the same or equivalent por-
tions in the respective drawings. In the description of the
embodiments, a description of the same or equivalent
portions will be suitably omitted or simplified.

First Embodiment

*** Description of Configuration ***

[0017] A configuration of a code generation apparatus
100 according to this embodiment will be described, us-
ing Fig. 1.
[0018] The code generation apparatus 100 according
to this embodiment implements a spreading code system
capable of generating a plurality of spreading code se-
quences that are highly confidential. By using block en-
cryption processing to output a plurality of blocks as a
spreading code sequence, the code generation appara-
tus 100 generates the plurality of spreading code se-
quences. The block encryption processing includes a plu-
rality of process elements. Hereinafter, the block encryp-
tion processing will also be referred to as a block encryp-
tion algorithm. Further, the process elements of the block
encryption processing will also be referred to as internal
configuration elements of the block encryption algorithm.
[0019] The code generation apparatus 100 is a com-
puter. The code generation apparatus 100 includes a
processor 910 and includes other hardware such as a
memory 921, an auxiliary storage device 922, an input
interface 930, and an output interface 940. The processor
910 is connected to the other hardware through signal

lines and controls these other hardware.
[0020] The code generation apparatus 100 includes
an initial value acquisition unit 110, a time calculation unit
120, a parameter selection unit 130, a code sequence
generation unit 140, a secret key acquisition unit 150,
and a code sequence output unit 160, as functional ele-
ments. Functions of the initial value acquisition unit 110,
the time calculation unit 120, the parameter selection unit
130, the code sequence generation unit 140, the secret
key acquisition unit 150, and the code sequence output
unit 160 are implemented by software.
[0021] The processor 910 is a device to execute a code
generation program. The code generation program is a
program to implement the functions of the initial value
acquisition unit 110, the time calculation unit 120, the
parameter selection unit 130, the code sequence gener-
ation unit 140, the secret key acquisition unit 150, and
the code sequence output unit 160.
[0022] The processor 910 is an IC (Integrated Circuit)
to perform operation processing. A specific example of
the processor 910 is a CPU (Central Processing Unit), a
DSP (Digital Signal Processor), or a GPU (Graphics
Processing Unit).
[0023] The memory 921 is a storage device to tempo-
rarily store data. A specific example of the memory 921
is an SRAM (Static Random Access Memory) or a DRAM
(Dynamic Random Access Memory).
[0024] The auxiliary storage device 922 is a storage
device to hold data. A specific example of the auxiliary
storage device 922 is an HDD (Hard Disk Drive). The
auxiliary storage device 922 may be a portable storage
medium such as an SD (registered trademark) (Secure
Digital) memory card, a CF (CompactFlash), a NAND
flash, a flexible disk, an optical disk, a compact disk, a
blue ray (registered trademark) disk, or a DVD (Digital
Versatile Disk).
[0025] The input interface 930 is a port that is connect-
ed to an input device such as a mouse, a keyboard, or a
touch panel. Specifically, the input interface 930 is a USB
terminal (Universal Serial Bus) terminal. The input inter-
face 930 may be a port that is connected to a LAN (Local
Area Network).
[0026] The output interface 940 is a port to which a
cable of a display apparatus such as a display is con-
nected. Specifically, the output interface 940 is a USB
terminal or an HDMI (registered trademark) (High Defi-
nition Multimedia Interface) terminal. Specifically, the dis-
play is an LCD (Liquid Crystal Display).
[0027] The code generation program is loaded into the
processor 910 and is then executed by the processor
910. An OS as well as the code generation program is
stored in the memory 921. The processor 910 executes
the code generation program while executing the OS.
The code generation program and the OS may be stored
in the auxiliary storage device 922. The code generation
program and the OS that are stored in the auxiliary stor-
age device 922 are loaded into the memory 921 and are
then executed by the processor 910. A part or all of the
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code generation program may be incorporated into the
OS.
[0028] The code generation apparatus 100 may in-
clude a plurality of processors that replace the processor
910. These plurality of processors share execution of the
code generation program. Each processor is a device to
execute the code generation program, like the processor
910.
[0029] Data, information, signal values, and variable
values that are used, processed, or output by the code
generation program are stored in the memory 921, the
auxiliary storage device 922, or a register or a cache
memory in the processor 910.
[0030] The code generation program is a program to
cause the computer to execute processes, procedures,
or steps where "units" of the initial value acquisition unit
110, the time calculation unit 120, the parameter selec-
tion unit 130, the code sequence generation unit 140, the
secret key acquisition unit 150, and the code sequence
output unit 160 are read as the "processes", "proce-
dures", or "steps". A code generation method is a method
to be performed by execution of the code generation pro-
gram by the code generation apparatus 100 that is the
computer.
[0031] The code generation program may be recorded
in a computer-readable storage medium and then may
be provided or may be provided as a program product.

*** Description of Operations ***

[0032] Subsequently, operations of the respective
units of the code generation apparatus 100 according to
this embodiment will be described.
[0033] Fig. 2 is a diagram illustrating a code generation
process S100 of the code generation apparatus 100 ac-
cording to this embodiment.
[0034] The code generation process S100 of the code
generation apparatus 100 according to this embodiment
will be described, using Figs. 1 and 2.
[0035] The code generation process S100 includes a
time calculation process S120 by the time calculation unit
120, a parameter selection process S130 by the param-
eter selection unit 130, and a code sequence generation
process S140 by the code sequence generation unit 140.
[0036] The initial value acquisition unit 110 acquires
an initial value T0 via the input interface 930. The initial
value acquisition unit 110 outputs, to the time calculation
unit 120, the initial value T0 acquired. The initial value
T0 is the initial value of a counter value that is used in
the CTR mode of the block encryption processing.

<Time Calculation Process S120>

[0037] The time calculation unit 120 counts up the
counter value that is used in the CTR mode and outputs
a counter value Ct to the code sequence generation unit
140 for each threshold time t. The time calculation unit
120 receives the initial value T0 from the initial value ac-

quisition unit 110. The time calculation unit 120 acquires
the threshold time t that is an interval for spreading code
generation. The time calculation unit 120 calculates the
initial value T0 after the time t as the counter value Ct,
and outputs the counter value Ct to the code sequence
generation unit 140. Thereafter, the time calculation unit
120 counts up the counter value, and outputs the counter
value Ct to the code sequence generation unit 140 for
each time t. The time calculation unit 120 is also referred
to as an after time-t initial value calculation unit.
[0038] Fig. 3 is a diagram illustrating a spreading code
generation system of a comparative example. As illus-
trated in Fig. 3, the spreading code generation system
of the comparative example includes a dedicated calcu-
lation function of generating an initial value after a time
t. The spreading code generation system of the compar-
ative example includes a synchronization acquisition
function for acquiring synchronization. The code gener-
ation system of the comparative example includes a plu-
rality of code sequence generation units each including
an algorithm that is different for each spreading code
sequence to be generated.
[0039] In the time calculation process S120, the time
calculation unit 120 derives the counter value Ct after the
time t. Specifically, the time calculation unit 120 performs
counter incrementation corresponding to the time t,
thereby deriving the counter value Ct after the time t.
Accordingly, it is not necessary to use the dedicated cal-
culation function as illustrated in Fig. 3. Further, if an ac-
curate time transition is synchronized as mentioned
above, each spreading code sequence can be derived
from a counter value obtained by counting up corre-
sponding to the time transition. Accordingly, it is not nec-
essary to use the synchronization acquisition function for
acquiring the synchronization.

<Parameter Selection Process S130>

[0040] In the parameter selection process S130, the
parameter selection unit 130 selects a sequence param-
eter KP that uniquely corresponds to each spreading
code sequence of the plurality of spreading code se-
quences. Specifically, the parameter selection unit 130
acquires the sequence parameter KP via the input inter-
face 930. The parameter selection unit 130 selects or
generates an algorithm component 131, based on the
sequence parameter KP. The algorithm component 131
is used for generating the spreading code sequence cor-
responding to the sequence parameter KP. The param-
eter selection unit 130 outputs the algorithm component
131 to the code sequence generation unit 140.
[0041] The algorithm component 131 is information
that has been obtained from the sequence parameter KP
that uniquely corresponds to the spreading code se-
quence. Specifically, the algorithm component 131 is
used for changing output data that is to be output from
each process element of the block encryption algorithm
which is used in the code sequence generation process
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S140. Herein, the block encryption algorithm includes a
substitution process to perform, for each bit, substitution
for input data that has been input, as each process ele-
ment, based on a substitution table. A specific example
of the substitution process is an SBOX.
[0042] The parameter selection unit 130 selects or
generates an output parameter Op, based on the se-
quence parameter KP that has been received. The output
parameter Op is used for changing a plurality of bits of
the output data to be output from each SBOX. Then, the
parameter selection unit 130 outputs the output param-
eter Op to the code sequence generation unit 140 as the
algorithm component 131.
[0043] If the block encryption algorithm holds provable
security, security to be assessed by the differential char-
acteristic probability against differential cryptanalysis or
security to be assessed by the linear characteristic prob-
ability against linear cryptanalysis will not be reduced
even if the output data to be output from each SBOX has
been changed based on the sequence parameter KP.
As a specific example of the block encryption algorithm
that holds the provable security, MISTY (registered trade-
mark) may be pointed out. By adopting MISTY as the
block encryption algorithm, the output data of each SBOX
can be changed without reducing the security to be as-
sessed by the differential characteristic probability
against the differential cryptanalysis or the security to be
assessed by the linear characteristic probability against
the linear cryptanalysis.
[0044] The secret key acquisition unit 150 acquires a
secret key K via the input interface 930. The secret key
acquisition unit 150 outputs, to the code sequence gen-
eration unit 140, the secret key K acquired.

<Code Sequence Generation Process S140>

[0045] In the code sequence generation process S140,
the code sequence generation unit 140 generates each
spreading code sequence of the plurality of spreading
code sequences, by the block encryption algorithm using
the sequence parameter KP and the secret key K. When
the code sequence generation unit 140 generates the
spreading code sequence, the code sequence genera-
tion unit 140 changes the output data that is output from
each process element, using the sequence parameter
KP.
[0046] Specifically, the code sequence generation unit
140 receives, from the time calculation unit 120, the coun-
ter value Ct after the time t, and receives, from the secret
key acquisition unit 150, the secret key K. The code se-
quence generation unit 140 receives, from the parameter
selection unit 130, the sequence parameter KP, as the
algorithm component 131. The code sequence genera-
tion unit 140 generates the spreading code sequence,
based on the counter value Ct after the time t, the secret
key K, and the sequence parameter KP. The code se-
quence generation unit 140 outputs, to the code se-
quence output unit 160, the spreading code sequence

generated. The code sequence generation unit 140 gen-
erates blocks that are output by execution of the block
encryption algorithm in the CTR mode, as the spreading
code sequence.
[0047] Specifically, the code sequence generation unit
140 generates the spreading code sequence for each n
bits, using the CTR mode of the n-bit block encryption
algorithm.
[0048] In a block encryption system using the CTR
mode, an initial value is input to a counter (hereinafter
written as a CTR) of a block encryption algorithm, and
confidential information is input to a secret key. Then,
the block encryption system using the CTR mode gen-
erates an n-bit random data sequence. Then, in the block
encryption system using the CTR mode, the CTR is in-
cremented by one bit, and the CTR is input to the block
encryption algorithm. Then, the block encryption system
using the CTR mode generates a subsequent different
random data sequence for n bits. In the case of an n-bit
block encryption, n-bit random data corresponding to in-
crements of 2n rounds can be generated. Accordingly,
the random data for n bits 3 2n rounds can be used as
spreading code sequences. As common block encryp-
tion algorithms, MISTY (registered trademark) and
KASUMI for a block size of 64 bits, or AES and Camellia
(registered trademark) for a block size of 128 bits are
currently used. In the code sequence generation process
S140 adopting the CTR mode in these block encryption
algorithms, the code sequence generation unit 140 can
generate spreading code sequences that are highly con-
fidential and has a period of 64 bits 3 264 = 270. Alterna-
tively, the code sequence generation unit 140 can gen-
erate spreading code sequences that are highly confi-
dential and has a period of 128 bits 3 2128 = 2135.
[0049] As mentioned above, in the code sequence
generation process S140 according to this embodiment,
the code sequence generation unit 140 changes the out-
put of each process element using the sequence param-
eter KP, thereby allowing generation of the plurality of
spreading code sequences using only one type of the
block encryption algorithm.
[0050] The code sequence output unit 160 receives
the spreading code sequence from the code sequence
generation unit 140. The code sequence output unit 160
outputs the spreading code sequence via the output in-
terface 940. The spreading code sequence is used for
implementing the direct sequence spread spectrum sys-
tem for spread spectrum in a communication system.
[0051] Subsequently, a specific example of the code
sequence generation process S140 according to this em-
bodiment will be described.
[0052] Fig. 4 is a diagram illustrating a specific config-
uration when MISTY (registered trademark) is used in
the code sequence generation process S140 according
to this embodiment.
[0053] As illustrated in Fig. 4, SBOXes that are the
process elements of a function FI in MISTY (registered
trademark) are composed of a function S7 having a 7-bit
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input and a 7-bit output and a function S9 having a 9-bit
input and a 9-bit output. The code sequence generation
unit 140 operates a total of 16 bits of output data of these
functions S7 and S9, using a 16-bit sequence parameter
KP, thereby changing an output data configuration.
[0054] Fig. 5 is a diagram illustrating an SBOX output
configuration example 1-1 when MISTY (registered
trademark) is used in the code sequence generation unit
140 according to this embodiment.
[0055] In the SBOX output configuration example 1-1
in Fig. 5, the code sequence generation unit 140 masks
output data of each SBOX that is the substitution process
by at least a portion of the sequence parameter KP, there-
by changing the output data of the SBOX. Specifically,
the code sequence generation unit 140 uses information
of 7 bits in 16 bits of the sequence parameter KP, as
mask information. The mask information formed of the 7
bits in the 16 bits of the sequence parameter KP can be
generated in 127 kinds from 1 to 127. Fig. 5 illustrates a
case where the mask information of the function S7 in
MISTY (registered trademark) is 27 or 0 3 1b in hexa-
decimal notation. The code sequence generation unit
140 uses information of 9 bits in the 16 bits of the se-
quence parameter KP, as mask information. The mask
information using the 9 bits in the 16 bits of the sequence
parameter KP can be generated in 511 kinds from 1 to
511. Fig. 5 illustrates a case where the mask information
of the function S9 in MISTY (registered trademark) is 451
or 0 3 1c3 in the hexadecimal notation.
[0056] As a combination of the bits of the mask infor-
mation, 0 can be taken. However, in terms of crypto-
graphic security, 0 itself must not be used, so that 0 is
excluded from the sequence parameter KP.
[0057] In the parameter selection process S130, the
parameter selection unit 130 divides the sequence pa-
rameter KP that has been received into the information
of the 7 bits and the information of the 9 bits, and outputs
the information of the 7 bits and the information of the 9
bits that have been obtained by the division, as the output
parameter Op. That is, these pieces of the mask infor-
mation are an example of the output parameter Op that
has been selected or generated from the sequence pa-
rameter KP.
[0058] Even when MISTY (registered trademark) is
processed using these pieces of the mask information,
processing performance and implementation perform-
ance that are substantially equivalent from those in a
case where MISTY (registered trademark) is processed
without using these pieces of the mask information can
be obtained.
[0059] Fig. 6 is a diagram illustrating an SBOX output
configuration example 1-2 when MISTY (registered
trademark) is used in the code sequence generation unit
140 according to this embodiment.
[0060] A table of the function S7 in Fig. 6 is a substi-
tution table where the function S7 in MISTY (registered
trademark) is expressed in the form of the table. When
a code generation function is implemented by hardware

implementation, the function S7 is expressed by an AND-
XOR expression as illustrated in Fig. 6. In this case, 7
bits from y0 to y6 become output data of the function S7.
In the SBOX output configuration example 1-2 in Fig. 6,
representations of 0 or 1 in final integer terms of respec-
tive expressions of the 7 bits from the y0 to the y6 are
respectively substituted by the information of the 7 bits
in the 16 bits in the sequence parameter KP.
[0061] Though Fig. 6 illustrates only the case of the
function S7, the function S9 is also expressed by an AND-
XOR expression of 9 bits from y0 to y8, like the function
S7. In this case, the 9 bits from the y0 to the y8 are output
data of the function S9. In the output configuration ex-
ample 1-2, representations of 0 or 1 in final integer terms
of respective expressions of the 9 bits from the y0 to the
y8 are respectively substituted by the information of the
9 bits in the 16 bits in the sequence parameter KP.
[0062] Fig. 7 is a diagram illustrating an SBOX output
configuration example 2 when MISTY (registered trade-
mark) is used in the code sequence generation unit 140
according to this embodiment.
[0063] In the SBOX output configuration example 2 in
Fig. 7, the code sequence generation unit 140 substitutes
at least a portion of the sequence parameter KP for output
data that is output from each SBOX for each bit, thereby
changing the output data. The code sequence generation
unit 140 inputs 7 bits of the output data of the function
S7 to a 7-to-1 selector, thereby performing the substitu-
tion for the output data of the function S7 for each bit.
When the code sequence generation unit 140 performs
the substitution for the output data of the function S7 for
each bit, the code sequence generation unit 140 uses
the sequence parameter KP, thereby controlling the sub-
stitution. In this case, 7! (>212) kinds of combinations are
possible for the output data of the function S7.
[0064] Similarly, the code sequence generation unit
140 inputs 9 bits of the output data of the function S9 to
a 9-to-1 selector, thereby performing substitution for the
output data of the function S9 for each bit. When the code
sequence generation unit 140 performs the substitution
for the output data of the function S9 for each bit, the
code sequence generation unit 140 uses the sequence
parameter KP, thereby controlling the substitution. In this
case, 9! (>218) kinds of combinations are possible for the
output data of the function S9.
[0065] Subsequently, a specific implementation con-
figuration for the SBOX output configuration example 2
in Fig. 7 will be described.
[0066] Fig. 8 is a diagram illustrating a specific imple-
mentation configuration 2-1 for the output configuration
example 2 of the function S7 in Fig. 7.
[0067] The implementation configuration 2-1 in Fig. 8
includes a 2-to-1 selector to select whether each of the
upper first bit and the upper second bit of the output data
of the function S7 is to be inverted. The selection by this
2-to-1 selector is controlled by the value of KP1 that is
the most significant bit of the 16 bits of the sequence
parameter KP. Specifically, if the KP1 is 0, the bits are
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not inverted. If the KP1 is 1, the bits are inverted. Similarly,
the implementation configuration 2-1 in Fig. 8 includes a
2-to-1 selector to select whether each of the upper third
bit and the upper fourth bit of the output data of the func-
tion S7 is to be inverted. The selection by this 2-to-1 se-
lector is controlled by the value of KP2 that is the upper
second bit of the 16 bits of the sequence parameter KP.
Specifically, if the KP2 is 0, the bits are not inverted. If
the KP2 is 1, the bits are inverted. As illustrated in Fig.
8, the implementation configuration 2-1 includes a plu-
rality of selectors, and the selectors are respectively con-
trolled by using values of the KP1, the KP2, and KP3 to
KP6. Output data that has been output from a last selector
is masked by using upper 7 bits of the 16 bits of the
sequence parameter KP and is input to a bit inversion
circuit. If KP7 is 0, the bit inversion circuit performs output
without inverting the bits. If the KP7 is 1, the bit inversion
circuit inverts all the bits. Fig. 8 illustrates a specific ex-
ample when the 16 bits of the sequence parameter KP
is 0 3 8523 (in the hexadecimal notation).
[0068] Fig. 9 is a diagram illustrating a specific imple-
mentation configuration 2-2 for the output configuration
example 2 of the function S9 in Fig. 7.
[0069] The implementation configuration 2-2 in Fig. 9
includes a 2-to-1 selector to select whether each of the
upper first bit and the upper second bit of the output data
of the function S9 is to be inverted. The selection by this
2-to-1 selector is controlled by the value of KP8 that is
the most significant bit of lower 9 bits in the 16 bits of the
sequence parameter KP. The most significant bit of the
lower 9 bits is the upper eighth bit of the 16 bits of the
sequence parameter KP. Specifically, if the KP8 is 0, the
bits are not inverted. If the KP8 is 1, the bits are inverted.
Similarly, the implementation configuration 2-2 in Fig. 9
includes a 2-to-1 selector to select whether each of the
upper third bit and the upper fourth bit of the output data
of the function S9 is to be inverted. The selection by this
2-to-1 selector is controlled by the value of KP 9 that is
the upper ninth bit of the 16 bits of the sequence param-
eter KP. Specifically, if the KP9 is 0, the bits are not in-
verted. If the KP9 is 1, the bits are inverted. As illustrated
in Fig. 9, the implementation configuration 2-2 includes
a plurality of selectors, and the selectors are respectively
controlled by using values of the KP8, the KP9, and KP10
to KP15. Output data that has been output from a last
selector is masked by using lower 9 bits of the 16 bits of
the sequence parameter KP, and is input to a bit inversion
circuit. If KP16 is 0, the bit inversion circuit performs out-
put without inverting the bits. If the KP16 is 1, the bit
inversion circuit inverts all the bits. Fig. 9 illustrates a
specific example when the 16 bits of the sequence pa-
rameter KP are 0 3 8523 (in the hexadecimal notation).
[0070] The number of combinations of the output data
in the implementation configuration 2-1 in Fig. 8 is sub-
stantially the same as that in each case of the output
configuration examples 1 and is 216 kinds. Processing
performance and implementation performance to be im-
plemented by the implementation configuration 2-1 in

Fig. 8 are inferior to those in each of the output configu-
ration examples 1. However, bit position substitution is
performed in the output data in the implementation ex-
ample 2-1 in Fig. 8. Thus, as compared with each output
configuration example 1, improvement in difficulty of in-
ferring of each spreading code sequence can be expect-
ed.

*** Alternative Configuration ***

<Variation Example 1>

[0071] As illustrated in Fig. 4, the function FI includes
two functions S9 in MISTY (registered trademark). There-
fore, it may be so configured that the number of bits of
the sequence parameter KP is increased from the 16 bits
to 25 bits and an output selection method for each of the
output data from a first function S9 and a second function
S9 is changed in each of the output configuration exam-
ple 1-1 in Fig. 5 and the output configuration example
1-2 in Fig. 6. In this case, spreading code sequences of
approximately 225 kinds that are different and highly con-
fidential can be generated by one code generation ap-
paratus.

<Variation Example 2>

[0072] The SBOX output configuration example 1-1 in
Fig. 5 illustrates a result where the code sequence gen-
eration unit 140 has masked the outputs of the functions
S7 and S9, using the sequence parameter KP that has
been divided by the parameter selection unit 130. That
is, the parameter selection unit 130 delivers, to the code
sequence generation unit 140, the sequence parameter
KP that has been divided, without alteration. However, it
may be so configured that the parameter selection unit
130 generates new information of the SBOXes that is
obtained as a result of masking the outputs of the func-
tions S7 and S9 and delivers to the code sequence gen-
eration unit 140 the information of the SBOXes generat-
ed.

<Variation Example 3>

[0073] Though the functions of the code generation ap-
paratus 100 are implemented by the software in this em-
bodiment, the functions of the code generation apparatus
100 may be implemented by hardware, as a variation
example.
[0074] Fig. 10 is a diagram illustrating a configuration
of the code generation apparatus 100 according to the
variation example of this embodiment.
[0075] The code generation apparatus 100 includes
an electronic circuit 909, the auxiliary storage device 922,
the input interface 930, and the output interface 940.
[0076] The electronic circuit 909 is a dedicated elec-
tronic circuit to implement the functions of the initial value
acquisition unit 110, the time calculation unit 120, the
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parameter selection unit 130, the code sequence gener-
ation unit 140, the secret key acquisition unit 150, and
the code sequence output unit 160.
[0077] Specifically, the electronic circuit 909 is a single
circuit, a composite circuit, a programmed processor, a
parallel programed processor, a logic IC, a GA, an ASIC,
or an FPGA. GA is an abbreviation for Gate Array. ASIC
is an abbreviation for Application Specific Integrated Cir-
cuit. FPGA is an abbreviation for Field-Programmable
Gate Array.
[0078] The functions of the components of the code
generation apparatus 100 may be implemented by one
electronic circuit or may be implemented by being dis-
tributed into plural electronic circuits.
[0079] As another variation example, a part of the func-
tions of the components of the code generation appara-
tus 100 may be implemented by the electronic circuit and
the remainder of the functions may be implemented by
software.
[0080] Each of the processor and the electronic circuit
is also referred to as processing circuitry. That is, the
functions of the initial value acquisition unit 110, the time
calculation unit 120, the parameter selection unit 130,
the code sequence generation unit 140, the secret key
acquisition unit 150, and the code sequence output unit
160 in the code generation apparatus 100 are implement-
ed by the processing circuitry.
[0081] Each "unit" of the initial value acquisition unit
110, the time calculation unit 120, the parameter selec-
tion unit 130, the code sequence generation unit 140, the
secret key acquisition unit 150, and the code sequence
output unit 160 in the code generation apparatus 100
may be read as a "step". Further, each "process" of the
code generation process, the time calculation process,
the parameter selection process, and the code sequence
generation process may be read as a "program", a "pro-
gram product", or a "computer-readable storage medium
where the program is recorded".

*** Description of Effects of This Embodiment ***

[0082] According to the code generation apparatus
100 in this embodiment, security of each spreading code
sequence is not reduced because the CTR mode of the
block encryption processing that holds the provable se-
curity is adopted. Further, according to the code gener-
ation apparatus 100 in this embodiment, by changing a
part of the configuration of the block encryption process-
ing, the plurality of spreading code sequences that are
completely different can be generated. Consequently,
the code generation apparatus 100 in this embodiment
can make the number of circuits to generate the spread-
ing code sequences smaller than the number of the
spreading code sequences that are necessary. Conse-
quently, according to the code generation apparatus 100
in this embodiment, the plurality of spreading code se-
quences that are highly confidential can be generated
while reducing an increase in a circuit size. Further, ac-

cording to the code generation apparatus 100 in this em-
bodiment, security of the entirety of a communication sys-
tem that requires a spreading code sequence which is
highly confidential can be secured.
[0083] According to the code generation apparatus
100 in this embodiment, just by changing the output data
of each SBOX of the block encryption algorithm by the
sequence parameter, the plurality of spreading code se-
quences can be generated. Accordingly, the code gen-
eration apparatus 100 according to this embodiment just
needs to include the block encryption algorithm of one
kind. It is particularly effective to apply the code genera-
tion apparatus 100 in this embodiment to a satellite-
mounted apparatus whose mounting scale is greatly con-
strained.

Second Embodiment

[0084] In this embodiment, a difference from the first
embodiment will be described. The same reference nu-
meral is given to the same component as that in the first
embodiment, and a description of the same component
may be omitted.
[0085] Fig. 11 is a diagram illustrating a configuration
of a code generation apparatus 100a according to this
embodiment. Fig. 12 is a diagram illustrating a code gen-
eration process S100a according to this embodiment.
[0086] The configuration and operations of the code
generation apparatus 100a will be described, using Figs.
11 and 12.
[0087] In a parameter selection process S130a, the
parameter selection unit 130 acquires a plurality of se-
quence parameters 1 to m. The plurality of sequence
parameters 1 to m uniquely and respectively identifies a
plurality of spreading code sequences.
[0088] The secret key acquisition unit 150 acquires a
plurality of secret keys K1 to Km.
[0089] The code sequence generation unit 140 in-
cludes a plurality of code sequence generation units 401
to 40m to execute a plurality of code sequence generation
processes S401 to S40m. The parameter selection unit
130 respectively outputs the plurality of sequence pa-
rameters 1 to m to the plurality of code sequence gener-
ation units 401 to 40m. The secret key acquisition unit
150 respectively outputs the plurality of secret keys K1
to Km to the plurality of code sequence generation units
401 to 40m.
[0090] In a code sequence generation process S140a,
each of the plurality of code sequence generation units
401 to 40m generates the spreading code sequence. As
mentioned above, the code generation apparatus 100a
generates spreading code sequences D1 to Dm of m
kinds, which are highly confidential.
[0091] A specific effect of the code generation appa-
ratus 100a according to this embodiment will be de-
scribed, using Fig. 13.
[0092] A case where a plurality of orbiting satellites per-
form communications with a plurality of ground stations
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via one data relay satellite, as illustrated in Fig. 13 is
assumed. It is assumed that the data relay satellite uses
spreading code sequences that are highly confidential
and mutually differ in respective communication paths of
X kinds. It is also assumed that Y paths are used for
relaying and downlinking to be simultaneously per-
formed. In this case, X spreading generation circuits cor-
responding to the communication paths have been nec-
essary in the spreading code generation system of the
comparative example in Fig. 3. Then, in the spreading
code generation system of the comparative example, Y
spreading generation circuits used for the relaying and
the downlinking to be simultaneously performed have
been selected from the X spreading generation circuits,
thereby generating Y spreading code sequences.
[0093] On the other hand, in the code generation proc-
ess S100a according to this embodiment, Y spreading
generation circuits should be mounted if the number of
the paths used for the relaying and the downlinking to be
simultaneously performed is Y. Then, by inputting se-
quence parameters of the X kinds to each spreading gen-
eration circuit, the simultaneous relaying and downlink-
ing can be accommodated in the code generation proc-
ess S100a. Generally, the number of paths used for re-
laying and downlinking to be simultaneously performed
is overwhelmingly smaller than the number of combina-
tions of communication paths. Therefore, application of
the code generation apparatus 100a according to this
embodiment to a satellite-mounted apparatus whose
mounting scale is greatly constrained is particularly ef-
fective.
[0094] In each of the first and second embodiments,
the description has been given, assuming that each unit
of the code generation apparatus is an independent func-
tional block. The configuration of the code generation
apparatus does not have to be the configuration as in
each of the above-mentioned embodiments. Functional
blocks of the code generation apparatus may be arbitrar-
ily configured if they can implement the functions de-
scribed in each of the above-mentioned embodiments.
[0095] A plurality of portions of the first and second
embodiments may be carried out in combination. Alter-
natively, a portion of these embodiments may be carried
out. Alternatively, a whole or a part of these embodiments
may be carried out in any combination.
[0096] The above-mentioned embodiments are es-
sentially preferable illustrations, and do not intend to limit
the range of the present invention, the application range
of the present invention, and the use range of the present
invention. Various modifications of the above-mentioned
embodiments are possible as necessary.

Reference Signs List

[0097] 100, 100a: code generation apparatus; 110: in-
itial value acquisition unit; 120: time calculation unit; 130:
parameter selection unit; 131: algorithm component;
140: code sequence generation unit; 150: secret key ac-

quisition unit; 160: code sequence output unit; 909: elec-
tronic circuit; 910: processor; 921: memory; 922: auxiliary
storage device; 930: input interface; 940: output inter-
face.

Claims

1. A code generation apparatus to generate a plurality
of spreading code sequences using block encryption
processing to output a plurality of blocks as a spread-
ing code sequence, the block encryption processing
including process elements each to receive input da-
ta and to output output data, the code generation
apparatus comprising:

a parameter selection unit to select a sequence
parameter uniquely corresponding to each
spreading code sequence of the plurality of
spreading code sequences;
a secret key acquisition unit to acquire a secret
key; and
a code sequence generation unit to generate
each spreading code sequence of the plurality
of spreading code sequences by execution of
the block encryption processing using the se-
quence parameter and the secret key, the code
sequence generation unit changing the output
data that is output from each of the process el-
ements, using the sequence parameter, when
the code sequence generation unit generates
each spreading code sequence.

2. The code generation apparatus according to claim 1,
wherein the code sequence generation unit gener-
ates each spreading code sequence of the plurality
of spreading code sequences by execution of the
block encryption processing in a CTR (Counter)
mode, and
wherein the code generation apparatus comprises:
a time calculation unit to count up a counter value
used in the CTR mode and output the counter value
to the code sequence generation unit for each
threshold time.

3. The code generation apparatus according to claim 1,
wherein the block encryption processing includes,
as each of the process elements, a substitution proc-
ess of performing substitution for the input data, for
each bit, based on a substitution table, and
wherein the code sequence generation unit operates
the output data that is output by the substitution proc-
ess and at least a part of the sequence parameter,
for each bit, thereby changing the output data.

4. The code generation apparatus according to claim 1,
wherein the block encryption processing includes,
as each of the process elements, a substitution proc-
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ess of performing substitution for the input data, for
each bit, based on a substitution table, and
wherein the code sequence generation unit substi-
tutes at least a part of the sequence parameter for
the output data that is output by the substitution proc-
ess, for each bit, thereby changing the output data.

5. The code generation apparatus according to any one
of claims 1 to 4,
wherein the parameter selection unit selects a plu-
rality of sequence parameters respectively and
uniquely corresponding to the plurality of spreading
code sequences, and
wherein the code generation apparatus comprises
a plurality of code sequence generation units and
respectively outputs the plurality of sequence pa-
rameters to the plurality of code sequence genera-
tion units, using the parameter selection unit, thereby
generating the plurality of spreading code sequenc-
es.

6. A code generation method of generating a plurality
of spreading code sequences using block encryption
processing to output a plurality of blocks as a spread-
ing code sequence, the block encryption processing
including process elements each to receive input da-
ta and output output data, the code generation meth-
od comprising:

by a parameter selection unit, selecting a se-
quence parameter uniquely corresponding to
each spreading code sequence of the plurality
of spreading code sequences;
by a secret key acquisition unit, acquiring a se-
cret key;
by a code sequence generation unit, generating
each spreading code sequence of the plurality
of spreading code sequences by execution of
the block encryption processing using the se-
quence parameter and the secret key; and
by the code sequence generation unit, changing
the output data that is output from each of the
process elements, using the sequence param-
eter, when the code sequence generation unit
generates each spreading code sequence.

7. A code generation program of generating a plurality
of spreading code sequences using block encryption
processing to output a plurality of blocks as a spread-
ing code sequence, the block encryption processing
including process elements each to receive input da-
ta and output output data, the code generation pro-
gram causing a code generation apparatus that is a
computer to execute:

a parameter selection process of selecting a se-
quence parameter uniquely corresponding to
each spreading code sequence of the plurality

of spreading code sequences;
a secret key acquisition process of acquiring a
secret key; and
a code sequence generation process of gener-
ating each spreading code sequence of the plu-
rality of spreading code sequences by execution
of the block encryption processing using the se-
quence parameter and the secret key, and
changing the output data that is output from each
of the process elements, using the sequence
parameter, when the code generation apparatus
generates each spreading code sequence.
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